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ON THE TANGENT SPACE TO THE HILBERT SCHEME OF POINTS IN P3
RITVIK RAMKUMAR AND ALESSIO SAMMARTANO
Abstract. In this paper we study the tangent space to the Hilbert scheme HilbdP3, motivated by
Haiman’s work on HilbdP2 and by a long-standing conjecture of Briançon and Iarrobino on the
most singular point in HilbdPn . For points parametrizing monomial subschemes, we consider
a decomposition of the tangent space into six distinguished subspaces, and show that a fat point
exhibits an extremal behavior in this respect. This decomposition is also used to characterize smooth
monomial points on the Hilbert scheme. We prove the first Briançon-Iarrobino conjecture up to a
factor of 43 , and improve the known asymptotic bound on the dimension of Hilb
dP3. Furthermore,
we construct infinitely many counterexamples to the second Briançon-Iarrobino conjecture, and we
also settle a weaker conjecture of Sturmfels in the negative.
Introduction
The Hilbert scheme of d points in Pn , denoted by HilbdPn , parameterizing closed zero-
dimensional subschemes of Pn of degree d, is a projective moduli space with very rich geometry
and a plethora of open questions. It was constructed by Grothendieck [G61] and shown to be
connected by Hartshorne [H66]. In the case of P2, Fogarty [F68] proved that HilbdP2 is non-
singular of dimension 2d, Ellingsurd and Strømme [ES87] computed its homology, and Arcara,
Bertram, Coskun, Huizenga [ABCH13] studied its birational geometry in great detail. It also
has connections to other areas of mathematics, e.g. to algebraic combinatorics, where it plays
a central role in Haiman’s proof of the n! Conjecture [H01]. By contrast, the Hilbert scheme
is singular for n ě 3 and very little is known about its geometry. The case of HilbdP3 is of
particular interest, since it lies at the boundary between the smooth cases n ď 2 and the cases
n ě 4 which are believed to be wildly pathological, see e.g. [J18]. In fact, HilbdP3 is known to be
rather special, as it admits a super-potential description – it is the singular locus of a hypersur-
face on a smooth variety, cf. [BBS13]. For small d, HilbdP3 is irreducible, and its general point
parametrizes configurations of d points in P3; in particular, the Hilbert scheme has dimension 3d.
However, Iarrobino [I72] proved that HilbdP3 is reducible for d " 0. In general, the dimension
of HilbdP3 is unknown. Basic questions about dimension of tangent spaces to HilbdP3 are also
wide open. Over forty years ago, Briançon and Iarrobino [BI78] established an upper bound for
the dimension of HilbdPn , and stated two conjectures regarding the largest possible dimension
of its tangent spaces.
Letk be an arbitrary field. For an ideal I, denote by TpIq the tangent space to the corresponding
point rIs in theHilbert scheme. The question of finding the largest possible dimensionof a tangent
space to HilbdPn has been raised in many places, including e.g. [BI78, S00,MS05, AIM10]. To
answer this question we restrict to an affine open An “ Speckrx1, . . . , xns Ď Pn . It is natural
to expect that a fat point subscheme V
`px1, . . . , xnqr˘ Ď An yields the most singular point in its
own Hilbert scheme:
Conjecture 1 ( [BI78]). Let S “ krx1 , . . . , xns, m “ px1, . . . , xnq, and d “
`
r`n´1
n
˘
with r P N. For
all rIs P HilbdAn we have dimk TpIq ď dimk Tpmrq.
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No progress on the conjecture has been made so far. By degeneration arguments, one reduces
Conjecture 1 to monomial ideals I, and in fact to Borel-fixed ideals in characteristic 0. Inspired
by Haiman’s theory of HilbdA2 [H98], we decompose the tangent space TpIq to a monomial ideal
I Ď krx1, . . . , xns into subspaces defined in terms of Zn-graded directions, as follows.
Definition 0.1. A signature is a non-constant n-tuple on the two-element set tp, nu, where
p “ “positive or 0”, n “ “negative”.
LetS denote the set of signatures, and define for each s PS
Zns “
 pα1 , . . . , αnq P Zn : αi ě 0 if si “ p, αi ă 0 if si “ n(
TspIq “
à
αPZns
ˇˇ
TpIq
ˇˇ
α Ď TpIq
where |TpIq|α denotes the graded component of TpIq of degree α P Zn .
We then have TpIq “À
sPS TspIq, cf. Proposition 1.8. Our first theorem establishes a symmetry
between components of opposite signature.
Theorem 2.4. For any monomial point rIs P HilbdA3 we have
dimk TppnpIq “ dimk TnnppIq ` d ,
dimk TpnppIq “ dimk TnpnpIq ` d ,
dimk TnpppIq “ dimk TpnnpIq ` d.
This resultmay be regardedas a generalization ofHaiman’s combinatorial proof of the smooth-
ness of HilbdP2 [H98]. In our notation, his proof shows that
(0.1) dimk TpnpIq “ dimk TnppIq “ d
for anymonomial point rIs P HilbdA2. Theorem 2.4 extends (0.1) toA3 in the sense that it implies
dimk TpnppIq ` dimk TpnnpIq “ dimk TnpppIq ` dimk TnpnpIq
and twoother similar equations. Our resultmay be seen as further evidence for the exceptionality
of the Hilbert scheme of points in P3. For instance, it implies that dimk TpIq has the same parity
as the length d “ dimkpS{Iq, a fact established in [BF08]. We are not aware of any such symmetry
phenomenon in higher dimension.
As a special case, Theorem 2.4 provides a simple criterion for smoothness of monomial points
on the Hilbert scheme, in terms of the subspaces TspIq.
Theorem 2.6. A monomial point rIs P HilbdA3 is smooth if and only if
TspIq “ 0 for all s P tpnn, npn, nnpu.
In the opposite direction,we use the subspaces the subspacesTspIq to provide evidence in favor
of Conjecture 1. Clearly, Conjecture 1 is implied by the statement that dimk TspIq ď dimk Tspmrq
for all s P S and all Borel-fixed points rIs. For HilbdA3, we are able to establish this inequality
for four out of six signatures s. As a bonus, we characterize when equality holds.
Theorem 3.6. Let d “ `r`23 ˘ and let rIs P HilbdA3 be Borel-fixed, with chark “ 0. We have
dimk TppnpIq ď dimk Tppnpmrq, dimk TnnppIq ď dimk Tnnppmrq,
dimk TpnppIq ď dimk Tpnppmrq, dimk TnpnpIq ď dimk Tnpnpmrq.
Moreover, in each case equality occurs if and only if I “ mr .
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We conjecture that dimk TnpppIq ď dimk Tnpppmrq and dimk TpnnpIq ď dimk Tpnnpmrq as well,
but we are unable to prove this. However, using different techniques we are able to prove
Conjecture 1 up to a factor of 43 . This also allows us to improve the asymptotic bound on the
dimension ofHilbdP3 (equivalently, ofHilbert schemes of points of smooth threefolds), a problem
proposed by Sturmfels in [S00, Problem 2.4.c].
Theorem 4.2. For all d P N and rIs P HilbdP3 we have
dimk TpIq ď 43 dimk Tpm
rq « 3.63 ¨ d 43 ` Opdq
whenever d ď `r`23 ˘. In particular, dimHilbdP3 ď 3.64 ¨ d 43 for d " 0.
Finally, we address what makes HilbdA3 interesting in the special case d “ `r`23 ˘. It would be
desirable to find a version of Conjecture 1 that holds for arbitrary d P N. A natural guess comes
from the point rEpdqs P HilbdA3, where Epdq Ď S denotes the unique lexsegment ideal such that
dimk
`
S{Epdq˘ “ d andmr`1 Ď Epdq Ď mr for some r. In the same paper, Briançon and Iarrobino
formulated the following extension of Conjecture 1:
Conjecture 2 ( [BI78]). Let d P N. For all rIs P HilbdAn we have dimk TpIq ď dimk T
`
Epdq˘.
However, Conjecture 2 turned out to be false. Using a computer search, Sturmfels [S00]
disproved it for n “ 3 by exhibiting a counterexample for d “ 8 and one for d “ 16. We show
that these two counterexamples are not sporadic.
Theorem 5.2. For each r ě 3 there exist some `r`23 ˘ ă d ď `r`33 ˘ and rIs P HilbdA3 such that
dimk T
`
I
˘ ą dimk T`Epdq˘.
Attempting to salvage Conjecture 2, Sturmfels asked if, for each d, the largest tangent space
dimension for HilbdA3 is attained at an initial ideal of the generic configuration of d points in
A3 [S00, Problem 2.4.a]. Such points are more special than the Borel-fixed ones, but include Epdq
as a particular example. However, we show in Proposition 5.6 that Sturfmels’ question has a
negative answer, for d “ 39.
Organization. In Section 1 we introduce a combinatorial framework for the tangent space TpIq.
In Section 2 we explore the symmetries between the subspaces TspIq, for arbitrary monomial
ideals I. We prove Theorem 2.4, and, as a corollary, we deduce the smoothness criterion of
Theorem 2.6. In Section 3 we investigate the subspaces TspIq for Borel-fixed ideals I, and prove
Theorem 3.6. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 4.2, exploiting duality in 2-dimensional regular
local rings. We conclude the paper by showing in Section 5 that Conjecture 2 fails infinitely often,
and by exhibiting a counterexample to Sturmfels’ more general question.
1. The tangent space
Let k denote a field, S “ krx1 , . . . , xns the polynomial ring in n variables, m “ px1 , . . . , xnq
the ideal of the origin in An “ SpecpSq. When n ď 3, we typically denote the variables by
x , y , z instead of x1, x2, x3. We denote vectors by α “ pα1, . . . , αnq P Zn and use the notation
xα “ xα1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ xαnn for monomials of S. If V is a (multi)graded vector space, we use the notation
|V|α to denote the graded component of V of degree α.
The main object of interest is the Hilbert scheme HilbdAn parametrizing 0-dimensional sub-
schemes of An of length d, equivalently ideals I Ď S with dimkpS{Iq “ d. We use the notation
rIs to denote the k-point in the Hilbert scheme corresponding to an ideal I. The Zariski tangent
space to a point rIs P HilbdAn may be identified with the k-vector space [MS05, 18.29]
TpIq “ HomSpI , S{Iq.
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We say that rIs is a monomial point of the Hilbert scheme if I is a monomial ideal, and likewise
for other attributes of ideals, such as Borel-fixed or strongly stable. The group GLn acts on S
and HilbdAn by change of coordinates. The monomial points are exactly those fixed by the
torus pk˚qn Ď GLn . A point is Borel-fixed if it is fixed by the Borel subgroup of GLn consisting
of upper triangular matrices; note that Borel-fixed implies monomial. The well-known generic
initial ideal deformation allows to reduce questions such as Conjectures 1 and 2 to the case of
Borel-fixed points, see [E95, 15.9] or [MS05, 2.2–2.3] for details.
Lemma 1.1. For every rIs P HilbdAn we have dimk TpIq ď dimk Tpgin Iq. Moreover, gin I Ď S is
Borel-fixed.
In characteristic 0, Borel-fixed ideals are characterized by an exchange property.
Lemma 1.2. Assume chark “ 0. A monomial ideal I Ď S is Borel-fixed if and only if it is strongly
stable, that is, for any monomial xα P I with α j ą 0 we have xix j xα P I for all i ă j.
For a monomial point rIs P HilbdAn the tangent space TpIq inherits a natural Zn-grading. Our
next goal is to describe a combinatorial interpretation of TpIq in terms of regions in Zn .
Definitions 1.3. For a monomial ideal I, we define I˜ Ď Nn to be the subset consisting of the
exponent vectors of all monomials in I.
A path between two points α, β P Zn is a sequence α “ γp0q , γp1q, . . . , γpm´1q, γpmq “ β of
points of Zn such that }γpi`1q ´ γpiq}1 “ 1 for all i, where } ¨ }1 denotes the 1´norm in Zn .
A subset U Ď Zn is said to be connected if it is non-empty and for any two points α, β P U
there is a path between them contained in U. Given a subset V Ď Zn , a maximal connected
subset U Ď V is called a connected component.
A subset U Ď Zn is bounded if CardpUq ă 8.
Remark 1.4. Let rIs P HilbdAn and α P Zn . A connected component U of pI˜ ` αqz I˜ is bounded if
and only if U Ď Nn . The condition is sufficient as CardpNnzI˜q ă 8, and necessary since if β P U
with βi ă 0, then β ` me j P U for all m P N and j ‰ i, where e j P Nn is the j-th basis vector.
Proposition 1.5. Let α P Zn and rIs P HilbdAn . The set of bounded connected components of pI˜` αqz I˜
corresponds to a basis of |TpIq|α.
Proof. For each bounded connected component U Ď pI˜` αqz I˜ we define a multigraded k´linear
map ϕU : I Ñ S{I by setting ϕUpxβq “ xα`β P S{I if α ` β P U, 0 otherwise. We claim that ϕU is
S-linear; it suffices to check the equation φpxβxγq “ xβφpxγq in S{I for all β P Nn , γ P I˜. This is
clearly true if α` β` γ P I˜. If α` β` γ R I˜, observe that α` β` γ P U if and only if α` γ P U,
since the two points are connected in pI˜ ` αqz I˜, thus the equation holds and ϕU P |TpIq|α. We
have ImagepϕUq “ Spankpxα : α P Uq Ď S{I, hence all maps ϕU are linearly independent.
Finally, let ψ P |TpIq|α be any map. If β, γ P I˜ are such that α ` β, α ` γ lie in the same
connected component U Ď pI˜ ` αqz I˜, then there exists cψ,U P k such that ψpxβq “ cψ,Uxα`β and
ψpxγq “ cψ,Uxα`γ: this claim follows easily by induction on }β ´ γ}1. In particular, cψ,U “ 0 if
U is unbounded. We deduce that ψ “ řU cψ,UϕU , concluding the proof. 
Remark 1.6. A simple but useful consequence of Proposition 1.5 is the fact that, for I monomial,
dimk TpIq is independent of k. Thus, in Conjectures 1 and 2 we may assume chark “ 0.
Remark 1.7. For n “ 2, the tangent space TpIq is analyzed combinatorially in [H98] in terms of
“arrows”, see also [MS05, 18.2]. That description is essentially equivalent to the one presented
here, in Proposition 1.5. However, we find the framework of connected components to be more
transparent and efficient.
Recall the distinguished subspaces of TpIq introduced in Definition 0.1. These are the only
relevant subspaces of the tangent space:
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Proposition 1.8. If rIs P HilbdAn is a monomial point and n ě 2, then TpIq “À
sPS TspIq.
Proof. Let α P Zn . If αi ě 0 for all i, then I˜ ` α Ď I˜ and pI˜ ` αqz I˜ “ H. Suppose αi ă 0 for all
i, we claim that pI˜ ` αqz I˜ is connected and unbounded. To see this, notice that the “boundary”
B “ I˜ z`I˜ ` p1, 1, . . . , 1q˘ is connected and unbounded. Furthermore, pB ` αq X I˜ “ H, so
pB ` αq Ď pI˜ ` αqz I˜ is connected and unbounded. However, any point of pI˜ ` αqz I˜ is connected
to pB ` αq, since any point of I˜ is connected to B, and this verifies the claim. In either case
|TpIq|α “ 0 by Proposition 1.5. 
For a monomial point rIs P HilbdA2 Proposition 1.8 gives the decomposition
TpIq “ TpnpIq ‘ TnppIq,
whereas for a monomial point rIs P HilbdA3 we have
TpIq “ TppnpIq ‘ TpnppIq ‘ TnpppIq ‘ TpnnpIq ‘ TnpnpIq ‘ TnnppIq.
Next, we compute the components of the tangent space for the fat point rmrs. For any vector
α “ pα1 , . . . , αnq P Zn we have α “ α` ´ α´ for two unique vectors α`, α´ P Nn such that
α` ¨ α´ “ 0. Moreover we denote ωpαq “ α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αn P Z.
Lemma 1.9. Let α P Zn and r P N. We have |Tpmrq|α “ 0 if ωpαq ‰ ´1. If ωpαq “ ´1 then
dimk |Tpmrq|α “
`n`r´ωpα´q´1
n´1
˘
if ωpα´q ď r, |Tpmrq|α “ 0 otherwise.
Proof. For simplicity we denote M “ Ămr Ď Nn . If ωpαq ě 0 then`pM ` αq zM˘XNn “ H, while
if ωpαq ď ´2 then the whole region pM ` αq zM is connected and unbounded, as it follows
by inspecting the points β ` α P pM ` αq with ωpβq “ r, r ` 1. In either case |Tpmrq|α “ 0 by
Proposition 1.5.
If ωpαq “ ´1 then any bounded component of pM`αq zM consists of a single point β`α P Nn
with ωpβq “ r. These points are in bĳection with points γ “ β ´ α´ P Nn such that ωpγq “
r ´ ωpα´q, i.e. with the monomials of degree r ´ ωpα´q, yielding the desired formula. 
Finally, we distinguish some special tangent vectors in TpIq. For an S-module M, we denote
its socle by socpMq “ 0 :M m Ď M. Notice that socpTpIqq “ HomSpI , socpS{Iqq Ď TpIq.
Remark 1.10. If rIs P HilbdAn is monomial, then socpS{Iq and socpTpIqq are Zn´graded. Fur-
thermore, we see from the proof of Proposition 1.5 that a k-basis for
ˇˇ
socpTpIqq
ˇˇ
α is given by the
maps ϕU where U Ď pI˜ ` αqz I˜ is a connected component such that CardpUq “ 1. We refer to
these ϕU ’s as the socle maps.
It is easy to compute dimk socpTpIqq, using the isomorphism
(1.1) soc
`
TpIq˘ “ HomS ˆI , socˆS
I
˙˙
– Homk
ˆ
I
mI
, soc
ˆ
S
I
˙˙
.
When I “ mr we have socpTpIqq “ TpIq by Lemma 1.9, but in general the inclusion is strict.
2. Symmetries in the tangent space and smooth points
In the rest of the paperweworkwith theHilbert scheme of points inA3, sowe fix S “ krx , y , zs
and m “ px , y , zq, unless stated otherwise. We explore symmetries between the components
TspIq of the tangent space introduced in Definition 0.1. The main results of this section are
Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, which parallel phenomena observed for HilbdA2 in [H98]. As
by-product, we also prove Theorem 2.6, which characterizes smooth monomial points on the
Hilbert scheme.
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Amonomial ideal I Ď S admits direct sum decompositions, as module over the subrings of S,
into smaller monomial ideals. For instance, the krzs´ and kry , zs´decompositions of I are
I “
à
i, j
x i y j
`
zb i , j
˘ “à
i
x iIi
where pzb i , jq Ď krzs and Ii Ď kry , zs are monomial ideals. Clearly, such decompositions exist and
are unique. Since I is an ideal, we have bi, j ě bi`1, j , bi, j`1 and Ii Ď Ii`1. If I is m-primary, then
bi, j “ 0 for all but finitely many pairs i , j, and Ii “ kry , zs for all but finitely many i. Analogous
remarks hold for the krxs´, krys´, krx , ys´, and krx , zs´decompositions of I.
Remark 2.1. Let rIs P HilbdA2 be a monomial point. In his way to proving that HilbdA2 is
smooth, Haiman [H98] shows that
(2.1) dimk TpnpIq “ dimk TnppIq “ d.
In fact, a more precise statement is proved. Consider the krys-decomposition I “ À x ipyb iq.
Then for each i P Nwe have
(2.2)
ÿ
α1“i
dimk |TpIq|α “
ÿ
α1“´i´1
dimk |TpIq|α “ bi .
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) cannot be extendeddirectly toA3, since theHilbert scheme is singular.
Nevertheless, we are going to establish versions of these equations for HilbdA3.
We begin with a homological lemma, which we state in the general case of a polynomial ring
in n variables, for simplicity.
Lemma 2.2. Let S “ krx1, . . . , xns and M be an Artinian Zn-graded S module. For each ℓ “ 0, . . . , n
there is a natural isomorphism of functors of finitely generated Zn-graded S modules
ExtℓSp´, Mq – Extn´ℓS pM,´b ωSq1
where ´1 denotes the Matlis dual and ωS the Zn-graded canonical module. In particular, for every finitely
generated Zn-graded module N we have
ExtℓSpN, Mq_ – Extn´ℓS pM, Nqp´1,´1, . . . ,´1q
as Zn´graded vector spaces, where ´_ denotes the k-dual.
Proof. To prove the first assertion, by the universal properties of derived functors [E95, A.3.9], it
suffices to verify the following four properties for the functors Extn´ℓ
S
pM,´b ωSq1.
(i) Isomorphism for ℓ “ 0, that is, HomSp´, Mq – ExtnSpM,´b ωSq1.
(ii) The vanishing Extn´ℓ
S
pM, P b ωSq1 “ 0 for finitely generated projective P and ℓ ą 0.
(iii) For each short exact sequence 0 Ñ N 1 Ñ N Ñ N2 Ñ 0, there is a long exact sequence of
Extn´ℓ
S
pM,´b ωSq1.
(iv) Naturality of the connecting homomorphism, that is, for each map of short exact se-
quences of S-modules, the two long exact sequences of Extn´ℓ
S
pM,´ b ωSq1 form a a
commutative diagram.
For (i), observe that we have natural isomorphisms
HomSp´, Mq – HomS
`´, ExtnSpM, ωSq1˘ – `´bExtnSpM, ωSq˘1 – ExtnSpM,´b ωSq1.
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The first one follows from the Local Duality Theorem [BH98, 3.6], while the second one by
Hom-Tensor adjointness. To see the third one, let F‚ be a minimal free resolution of M, then
ExtnSpM,´b ωSq “ Hn
`
HompF‚,´b ωSq
˘
– Hn`HompF‚, ωSq b ´˘
– Hn`HompF‚, ωSq˘b´ by right-exactness
“ ExtnSpM, ωSq b ´.
For (ii) it suffices to show the vanishing in the case P “ S, which follows since M is Cohen-
Macaulay of grade n, cf. [BH98, 3.3]. Items (iii) and (iv) follow from the correspondingproperties
of Ext‚SpM,´q combined with the exact contravariant functor ´1. Finally, the second assertion of
the theorem follows from the first since ωS – Sp´1,´1, . . . ,´1q and´_ – ´1, cf. [BH98, 3.6]. 
Proposition 2.3. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a monomial point, with krzs´decomposition I “À x i y jpzb i , jq.
For every i , j P N we have
(2.3)
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk |TpIq|α “ bi, j `
ÿ
α1“´i´1
α2“´ j´1
dimk |TpIq|α .
Proof. Fix i , j P N. Consider the groups ExtℓSpS{I , S{Iq for ℓ “ 0, . . . , 3, we have
Ext0SpS{I , S{Iq “ S{I and Ext1SpS{I , S{Iq “ TpIq.
By Lemma 2.2 we have ExtℓSpS{I , S{Iq_ – Ext3´ℓS pS{I , S{Iqp´1,´1,´1q, henceÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
Ext0SpS{I , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α
“
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk |S{I|α “ bi, j ,
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
Ext1SpS{I , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α
“
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk |TpIq|α ,
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
Ext2SpS{I , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α
“
ÿ
α1“´i´1
α2“´ j´1
dimk |TpIq|α ,
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
Ext3SpS{I , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α
“
ÿ
α1“´i´1
α2“´ j´1
dimk |S{I|α “ 0.
Equation (2.3) is then equivalent to
(2.4)
3ÿ
ℓ“0
p´1qℓ
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
ExtℓSpS{I , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α “ 0.
Let I “ pxβp1q , . . . , xβpmqq and let F‚ be the Taylor free resolution of S{I [MS05, 4.3.2]. The
modules in F‚ are given by
Fℓ “
à
AĎt1,...,mu
CardpAq“ℓ
S
`´ βA˘ where xβA “ lcm xβpaq : a P A(.
Since ExtℓSpS{I , S{Iq “ Hℓ
`
HomSpF‚, S{Iq
˘ “ Hℓ`HomS{IpF‚{IF‚, S{Iq˘, we can rephrase (2.4) as
(2.5)
mÿ
ℓ“0
p´1qℓ
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
HomS{IpFℓ{IFℓ , S{Iq
ˇˇ
α
“ 0.
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Define for each A Ď t1, . . . , mu the quantity
tA “
ÿ
α1“i
α2“ j
dimk
ˇˇ
HomS{I
`
S{I`´ βpAq˘, S{I˘ˇˇα .
then (2.5) is equivalent to
(2.6)
ÿ
AĎt1,...,mu
p´1qCardpAqtA “ 0.
Note that for each α and Awe haveˇˇ
HomS{I
`
S{I`´ βpAq˘, S{I˘ˇˇ
α
“
ˇˇ
HomS{I
`
S{I , S{I˘ˇˇ
α`βpAq
“
ˇˇ
S{I
ˇˇ
α`βpAq
so that
dimk
ˇˇ
HomS{I
`
S{I`´ βpAq˘, S{I˘ˇˇα “
#
1 if α ` βpAq P N3zI˜ ,
0 otherwise.
Adding over all α3 P Z we get tA “ Card
 
α3 P Z : pi , j, α3q ` βpAq P N3zI˜
(
, that is, in terms of
the krzs´decomposition of I,
(2.7) tA “ bi`βA
1
, j`βA
2
.
Assumingwithout loss of generality that xβ
pmq “ zb0,0 , the formula (2.7) immediately implies that
tA “ tAYtmu for every A, which in turn yields (2.6) and concludes the proof. 
The following consequence of Proposition 2.3 is the main result of the section.
Theorem 2.4. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a monomial point. We have
dimk TppnpIq “ dimk TnnppIq ` d ,
dimk TpnppIq “ dimk TnpnpIq ` d ,
dimk TnpppIq “ dimk TpnnpIq ` d.
Proof. The first equation follows from Proposition 2.3 by adding over all i , j P N, and using
Proposition 1.8. The other two follow from the first by permutation. 
Theorem 2.4 provides the correct generalization of (2.1) to A3, since it implies
dimk Tpn˚pIq “ dimk Tnp˚pIq, dimk Tp˚npIq “ dimk Tn˚ppIq, dimk T˚pnpIq “ dimk T˚nppIq,
where e.g. Tpn˚pIq “ TpnppIq ‘ TpnnpIq.
Theorem2.4 is also a vast generalization of the following parity result of Behrend and Fantechi
[BF08, 4.1].
Corollary 2.5. For each monomial point rIs P HilbdA3 we have dimk TpIq ” d mod 2.
Wepoint out that, to the best of our knowledge, Proposition 2.3 and Theorem2.4 do not extend
to higher dimensions.
Another interesting special case of Theorem 2.4 occurs when each of the three equations is a
small as possible: we obtain the following smoothness criterion for monomial points in HilbdA3.
Theorem 2.6. A monomial point rIs P HilbdA3 is smooth if and only if
TspIq “ 0 for s P tpnn, npn, nnpu.
Proof. It is known that a monomial point rIs lies in the closure of the component of HilbdA3
parametrizing subschemes of d distinct points, see e.g. [CEVV09, 4.15]. We deduce that rIs is a
smooth point if and only if dimk TpIq “ 3d, and the statement follows by Theorem 2.4. 
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The criterion can be particularly effective in proving that a point rIs is singular: it suffices to
exhibit a single tangent vector with forbidden signature. In many cases, the existence of such
tangent vector follows just by looking at the minimal generators of I. We give two examples.
Corollary 2.7. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a monomial point. Suppose the minimal generating set of I contains
three monomials xα1 yα2 , xβ1zβ3 , yγ2zγ3 with α1, α2, β1, β3, γ2, γ3 ą 0 satisfying one of the following:
‚ α1 ě β1 and α2 ě γ2;
‚ β1 ě α1 and β3 ě γ3;
‚ γ2 ě α2 and γ3 ě β3.
Then rIs is a singular point.
Proof. Since dimkpS{Iq ă 8, there are also minimal generators xs1 , ys2 , zs3, and by minimality
we get s1 ą α1, β1, s2 ą α2, γ2, s3 ą β3, γ3. It follows that there are monomials
xδ1 yδ2zs3´1, xǫ1 ys2´1zǫ3 , xs1´1yζ2zζ3 P soc
ˆ
S
I
˙
for some δ1 ď β1 ´ 1, δ2 ď γ2 ´ 1, ǫ1 ď α1 ´ 1, ǫ3 ď γ3 ´ 1, ζ2 ď α2 ´ 1, ζ3 ď β3 ´ 1. By Remark
1.10 and by (1.1) there are three maps ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 P socpTpIqq Ď TpIq such that
ϕ1pxα1 yα2q “ xδ1 yδ2zs3´1 , ϕ2pxβ1zβ3q “ xǫ1 ys2´1zǫ3 , ϕ3pyγ2zγ3q “ xs1´1yζ2zζ3 .
Using the hypothesis we derive ϕ1 P TnnppIq, or ϕ2 P TnpnpIq, or ϕ3 P TpnnpIq. 
Corollary 2.8. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a strongly stable point. Then rIs is smooth if and only if x P I.
Proof. Assume x R I and let zs3 P I be a minimal generator. By strong stability, x ya is a minimal
generator for some a ą 0, and moreover xzs3´1, yzs3´1 P I, thus zs3´1 P socpS{Iq. By Remark 1.10
and by (1.1) there is a map ϕ P socpTpIqq Ď TpIq such that ϕpx yaq “ zs3´1, so ϕ P TnnppIq ‰ 0.
Now assume x P I, so γ1 “ 0 for all xγ P S{I. Let ϕ P |TpIq|α for some α. If ϕpxq ‰ 0 then
α2, α3 ě 0. If ϕpxβq ‰ 0 for some generator x ‰ xβ P I then α1 “ 0; however, we cannot have
α1 “ 0 and α2, α3 ă 0, otherwise pI˜ ` αqzI˜ would be connected and unbounded, contradicting
Proposition 1.5. We conclude that TpnnpIq “ TnpnpIq “ TnnppIq “ 0. 
3. Extremality of subspaces of the tangent space
In this section we prove Theorem 3.6, confirming the extremal behavior predicted by Conjec-
ture 1 for certain components TspIq of the tangent space.
Proposition 3.1. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a monomial point with krzs´decomposition I “À x i y j `zb i , j˘.
For each α1, α2 ě 0 we have the inequalityÿ
α3ă0
dimk
ˇˇ
TpIq
ˇˇ
pα1 ,α2 ,α3q
ď
ÿ
iěα1
jěα2
`
bi, j ´maxtbi`1, j , bi, j`1u
˘
.
Proof. Fix non-negative integers α1, α2, and define the sets
C “
ď
α3ă0
!
bounded connected components of
`
I˜ ` pα1, α2, α3q
˘ z I˜),
S “
!
pi , j, kq R I˜ : i ě α1, j ě α2 and pi ` 1, j, kq, pi , j ` 1, kq P I˜
)
.
We define a map Ψ : C Ñ S by choosing, for each U P C, a vector ΨpUq “ pψU1 , ψU2 , ψU3 q P U
such that ψU3 is the least possible among vectors in U, and pψU1 ` 1, ψU2 , ψU3 q, pψU1 , ψU2 ` 1, ψU3 q R
U. The choice is possible as CardpUq ă 8. Since U is a bounded connected component of
pI˜ ` pα1, α2, α3qqzI˜ for some α3, the vectorΨpUq is indeed in S .
We claim that themapΨ is injective. LetU ‰ U 1 bebounded components of `I˜ ` pα1, α2, α3q˘ z I˜
and
`
I˜ ` pα1, α2, α13q
˘ z I˜, respectively, for some α3, α13 ă 0. If α3 “ α13 then U X U 1 “ H
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by definition of connected component, hence ΨpUq ‰ ΨpU 1q. Suppose now α3 ă α13, thus`
I˜ ` pα1 , α2, α13q
˘ z I˜ Ĺ `I˜ ` pα1, α2, α3q˘ z I˜. If U X U 1 ‰ H then necessarily U 1 Ĺ U, and this
impliesΨpU 1q ` p0, 0, α3 ´ α13q P U. We conclude that ψU3 ď ψU
1
3 ` α3 ´ α13 ă ψU
1
3 , in particular
ΨpUq ‰ ΨpU 1q as claimed.
Note that, for each pair i , j, we have Card
 pi , j, kq R I˜ : pi ` 1, j, kq, pi , j ` 1, kq P I˜( “
bi, j ´maxtbi`1, j , bi, j`1u. We deduce that
CardpCq ď CardpSq “
ÿ
iěα1
jěα2
`
bi, j ´maxtbi`1, j , bi, j`1u
˘
concluding the proof by Proposition 1.5. 
By combining the inequalities for all α1, α2 ě 0 Proposition 3.1 provides upper bounds for
TppnpIq and, up to permutation, for TpnppIq and TnpppIq. Using the symmetries of Section 2,
we also obtain estimates for the other three signatures. We are going to apply these bounds to
Borel-fixed points. Before we can present the main result, we need some lemmas about strongly
stable ideals and powers of m.
Lemma 3.2. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a strongly stable point with krzs´ and krys´decompositions
I “
à
x i y j
`
z
bz
i , j
˘ “à x iz j`yb yi , j˘.
Thenmaxtbz
i`1, j , b
z
i, j`1u “ bzi, j`1 andmaxtb
y
i`1, j , b
y
i, j`1u “ b
y
i, j`1 for all i , j.
Proof. Since I is strongly stable, x i y j`1zb
z
i , j`1 P I implies x i`1y jzbzi , j`1 P I, thus, by definition
bz
i`1, j ď bzi, j`1 i.e. maxtbzi`1, j , bzi, j`1u “ bzi, j`1. The other equation is proved similarly. 
Lemma 3.3. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a strongly stable point with kry , zs´decomposition I “À x i Ii . Then
for every i ě 0 the ideal Ii is strongly stable, and we have Ii : y Ď Ii`1.
Proof. Both properties follow easily by strong stability. 
Lemma 3.4. Let rIs P HilbdA3 be a strongly stable point with kry , zs´decomposition I “ À x i Ii . If
d ď dimkpS{mrq then for all 0 ď j ď r we have
(3.1)
r´1ÿ
i“ j
dimk
kry , zs
Ii
ď
r´1ÿ
i“ j
dimk
kry , zs
py , zqr´i .
Moreover, if equality holds for all 0 ď j ď r ´ 1 then I “ mr .
Proof. Observe that mr has kry , zs´decompositionmr “À x ipy , zqr´i, with the convention that
py , zqh “ kry , zs if h ă 0.
Suppose first dimk
`
kry , zs{I0
˘ ě dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr˘. We prove the inequalities (3.1) by
induction on ℓ “ minth : xh P Iu. The case ℓ “ 1 is clear, so we assume ℓ ą 1. Define
I1 “À x i´1Ii Ď S, then xℓ´1 P I and
dimkpS{I1q “ dimkpS{Iq´dimk
`
kry , zs{I0
˘ ď dimkpS{mrq´dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr˘ “ dimkpS{mr´1q.
Applying the inductive step to I1 and mr´1 we deduce
r´1ÿ
i“ j
dimk
kry , zs
Ii
“
r´2ÿ
i“ j´1
dimk
kry , zs
I1
i
ď
r´2ÿ
i“ j´1
dimk
kry , zs
py , zqr´1´i “
r´1ÿ
i“ j
dimk
kry , zs
py , zqr´i .
verifying (3.1) for all 1 ď j ď r ´ 1, while the case j “ 0 holds by assumption.
Supposenow that dimk
`
kry , zs{I0
˘ ď dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr˘. We claim that dimk `kry , zs{Ii˘ ď
dimk
`
kry , zs{py , zqr´i˘ for all i, implying the inequalities (3.1). By Lemma 3.3 it suffices
to verify the following statement: if J Ď kry , zs is strongly stable and dimk
`
kry , zs{J˘ ď
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dimk
`
kry , zs{py , zqh˘ for some h, then dimk `kry , zs{pJ : yq˘ ď dimk `kry , zs{py , zqh´1˘. Write
J “ pya , ya´1zc1 , ya´2zc2 , . . . , yzca´1 , zcaq, so J : y “ pya´1 , ya´2zc1 , ya´3zc2 , . . . , zca´1q. If ca ď h
then py , zqh Ď J by strong stability, thus py , zqh´1 “ py , zqh : y Ď J : y and the claim follows. If
ca ą h then the claim follows as
dimk
kry , zs
J
´ dimk
kry , zs
J : y
“
aÿ
i“1
ci ´
a´1ÿ
i“1
ci “ ca ą h “ dimk
kry , zs
py , zqh ´ dimk
kry , zs
py , zqh´1 .
Finally, assumeequality holds in (3.1) for all j, thendimk
`
kry , zs{Ii
˘ “ dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr´i˘
for all i. We show by decreasing induction on i that Ii “ py , zqr´i. If xr R I then I contains no
monomial of degree r, by strong stability, yielding the contradiction I Ď mr`1. Thus Ii “
kry , zs for all i ě r. Now suppose Ii “ py , zqr´i for some 0 ă i ď r. Using the argument
of the previous paragraph with J “ Ii´1 and h “ r ´ i ` 1, we must have ca ď h, otherwise
dimk
`
kry , zs{Ii
˘ ď dimk `kry , zs{pIi´1 : yq˘ ă dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr´i˘. But if ca ď h then
py , zqr´i`1 “ py , zqh Ď J “ Ii´1, and equality must hold by dimension reasons. 
Lemma 3.5. Let r P N. We have
dimk Tppnpmrq “ dimk Tpnppmrq “ dimk Tnpppmrq “
ˆ
r ` 3
4
˙
,
dimk Tpnnpmrq “ dimk Tnpnpmrq “ dimk Tnnppmrq “
ˆ
r ` 2
4
˙
.
In particular, dimk Tpmrq “
`
r`2
2
˘`
r`1
2
˘
.
Proof. Using Lemma 1.9 and the “hockey-stick identity” of binomial coefficients one gets
dimk Tppnpmrq “
ÿ
α1 ,α2ě0,α3ě´r
α1`α2`α3“´1
ˆ
r ` 2` α3
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
α1“0
r´1´α1ÿ
α2“0
ˆ
r ` 1´ α1 ´ α2
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
α1“0
r`1´α1ÿ
h“2
ˆ
h
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
α1“0
ˆ
r ` 2´ α1
3
˙
“
r`2ÿ
k“3
ˆ
k
3
˙
“
ˆ
r ` 3
4
˙
.
The same holds for Tpnppmrq, Tnpppmrq by symmetry. The other formula is proved likewise. The
last formula follows from Proposition 1.8. 
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 3.6. Let chark “ 0 and rIs P HilbdA3 be Borel-fixed, with d “ `r`23 ˘. Then we have
dimk TppnpIq ď dimk Tppnpmrq, dimk TpnppIq ď dimk Tpnppmrq,
dimk TnnppIq ď dimk Tnnppmrq, dimk TnpnpIq ď dimk Tnpnpmrq.
Moreover, in each case equality occurs if and only if I “ mr .
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 it suffices to prove the first two inequalities. We consider the krzs´, krys´
and kry , zs´decompositions of I
I “
à
x i y j
´
z
bz
i , j
¯
“
à
x i z j
´
y
b
y
i , j
¯
“
à
x iIi .
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Note that
ř
jě0 b
z
i, j
“ dimkpkry , zs{Iiq for each i. Recall that Ii “ kry , zs for all i ě r, as observed
in the proof of Lemma 3.4. We apply Proposition 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5 to obtain
dimk TppnpIq “
ÿ
α1 ,α2ě0
α3ă0
dimk |TpIq|pα1 ,α2 ,α3q f a ď
ÿ
α1 ,α2ě0
ÿ
iěα1
jěα2
`
bzi, j ´maxtbzi`1, j , bzi, j`1u
˘
“
ÿ
α1ě0
α2ě0
ÿ
iěα1
jěα2
`
bzi, j ´ bzi, j`1
˘ “ÿ
i, j
pi ` 1qp j ` 1q`bzi, j ´ bzi, j`1˘ “ÿ
i, j
pi ` 1qbzi, j
“
r´1ÿ
i“0
pi ` 1qdimk
kry , zs
Ii
“
r´1ÿ
i“0
r´1ÿ
j“i
dimk
kry , zs
I j
ď
r´1ÿ
i“0
r´1ÿ
j“i
dimk
kry , zs
py , zqr´ j
“
r´1ÿ
i“0
r´1ÿ
j“i
ˆ
r ´ j ` 1
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
i“0
r´i`1ÿ
h“2
ˆ
h
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i ` 2
3
˙
“
r`2ÿ
k“3
ˆ
k
3
˙
“
ˆ
r ` 3
4
˙
“ dimk Tppnpmrq.
The inequality dimk TpnppIq ď dimk Tpnppmrq is proved in the sameway, using the second part
of Lemma 3.2 and the fact that for each i we have
ř
jě0 b
y
i, j
“ dimkpkry , zs{Iiq.
Finally, we verify the last assertion of the theorem. Observe that, if any of the four inequalities
is an equality, then all the inequalities in the application of Lemma 3.4 are equalities, so for every
0 ď i ď r ´ 1 we have řr´1j“i dimkpkry , zs{I jq “ řr´1j“i dimk `kry , zs{py , zqr´ j˘, and this in turn
forces I “ mr by the second part of Lemma 3.4. 
Remark 3.7. By Lemma 1.1, Remark 1.6, and Proposition 1.8, Theorem 3.6 verifies two thirds of
Conjecture 1 for HilbdA3. In fact, we conjecture that the remaining two inequalities
dimk TnpppIq ď dimk Tnpppmrq and dimk TpnnpIq ď dimk Tpnnpmrq
are also true. However, it is possible to see that the bounds obtained for these subspaces through
Proposition 3.1 are not sharp enough to prove them.
4. Global estimates
We now take a more direct approach to estimating the dimension of tangent space to a point
in HilbdA3. This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Let R be a regular local ring of dimension 2, and denote by ℓp¨q the length of an R-module. A
key step in the proof of the smoothness of HilbdA2 [F68] is to show that ℓpTpIqq “ 2ℓpR{Iq for all
artinian ideals I Ď R. The next proposition generalizes this fact.
Proposition 4.1. Let R be a 2-dimensional regular local ring, and let I , J Ď R be ideals satisfying
ℓpR{Iq, ℓpR{Jq ă 8. Then
ℓ
`
HomRpI , R{Jq
˘ “ ℓ`R{J˘` ℓ`pI : Jq{I˘.
Proof. Let 0 Ñ Ra2 Ñ Ra1 Ñ Ra0 Ñ R{I Ñ 0 be a free resolution, then the alternating sum of
ranks vanishes: a0 ´ a1 ` a2 “ 0. Setting χpR{I , R{Jq “
ř2
i“0p´1qiℓ
`
ExtipR{I , R{Jq˘we have
(4.1) χpR{I , R{Jq “
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qiχpRai , R{Jq “
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qiℓpR{Jq ¨ ai “ ℓpR{Jq
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qi ai “ 0.
Let ωR{I be the canonical module of R{I. Since R{I is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module of codimen-
sion 2, dualizing its free resolution and using right-exactness of ´b R{J yields
(4.2) Ext2pR{I , R{Jq – Ext2pR{I , Rq b R{J “ ωR{I b R{J.
Combining equations (4.1) and (4.2) with the exact sequence
0Ñ HompR{I , R{Jq Ñ R{J Ñ HompI , R{Jq Ñ Ext1pR{I , R{Jq Ñ 0
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we get
ℓ
`
HompI , R{Jq˘ “ ℓ`R{J˘´ ℓ`HompR{I , R{Jq˘` ℓ`Ext1pR{I , R{Jq˘
“ ℓ`R{J˘` ℓ`Ext2pR{I , R{Jq˘
“ ℓ`R{J˘` ℓ`ωR{I bR R{J˘.
It remains to show that ℓ
`
ωR{I{JωR{I
˘ “ ℓ`pI : Jq{I˘. We have pI : Jq{J “ `I : pI ` Jq˘{I and
ωR{I{JωR{I “ ωR{I{pI` JqωR{I (since I annihilates ωR{I), sowemay assume that I Ď J. In this case
R{J is a finite R{I-module and ωR{J – HompR{J, ωR{Iq. Since Homp´, ωR{Iq induces a duality in
the category of finite R{I-modules (cf. [E95, 21.1]) we obtain
HompR{J, R{Iq – Hom`HompR{I , ωR{Iq,HompR{J, ωR{Iq˘
– HompωR{I , ωR{Jq
“ HompωR{I{JωR{I , ωR{Jq
and this implies ℓ
`
HompR{J, R{Iq˘ “ ℓ`ωR{I{JωR{I˘, again by duality. The proof is completed,
as pI : Jq{I “ HompR{J, R{Iq. 
Now we present the main result of this section, which establishes an approximation of Con-
jecture 1 for the Hilbert scheme of points in A3.
Theorem 4.2. Let d , r P N be such that d ď `r`23 ˘. For all rIs P HilbdA3 we have
dimk TpIq ď 43 dimk Tpm
rq.
Proof. By Remark 1.6 and Lemma 1.1 wemay assume that chark “ 0 and I Ď S is Borel-fixed. Let
I “À x iIi be the kry , zs´decomposition and let p “ min  i : Ii “ kry , zs(. Assuming without
loss of generality that I ‰ mr , the hypothesis d ď `r`23 ˘ and the fact that I is strongly stable imply
that p ă r.
We denote by TpIq j the component of TpIq of x-degree j, that is, TpIq j “
À
α1“ j
ˇˇ
TpIq
ˇˇ
α . A
tangent vector ξ P TpIq j, viewed as homomorphism ξ : I Ñ S{I, is uniquely determined by its
restrictions
ξ
ˇˇ
x i Ii
: x iIi ÝÑ x i` j
kry , zs
Ii` j
where i ě 0 and 0 ď i ` j ă p. Clearly, TpIq j “ 0 if j ě p. On the other hand, we also have
TpIq j “ 0 if j ă ´p, since any monomial minimal generator of I has x-degree at most p by strong
stability. For the same reason, it suffices to consider the restrictions for i ď p. To summarize,
every x-homogeneous ξ P TpIq is determined by the induced kry , zs-linear homomorphisms
(4.3) ξ
ˇˇ
Ii
: Ii ÝÑ
kry , zs
Ii` j
with ´ p ď j ď p ´ 1, maxp0,´ jq ď i ď minpp , p ´ j ´ 1q
where, by abuse of notation, we drop the placeholders x i , x i` j.
Now we can estimate the dimension of the tangent space:
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dimk TpIq ď
p´1ÿ
j“´p
minpp,p´ j´1qÿ
i“maxp0,´ jq
dimkHom
ˆ
Ii ,
kry , zs
Ii` j
˙
by (4.3)
“
p´1ÿ
j“´p
minpp,p´ j´1qÿ
i“maxp0,´ jq
ˆ
dimk
kry , zs
Ii` j
` dimk
Ii : Ii` j
Ii
˙
by Proposition 4.1
ď
p´1ÿ
j“´p
minpp,p´ j´1qÿ
i“maxp0,´ jq
ˆ
dimk
kry , zs
Ii` j
` dimk
kry , zs
Ii
˙
“
´1ÿ
j“´p
pÿ
i“´ j
ˆ
dimk
kry , zs
Ii` j
` dimk
kry , zs
Ii
˙
`
p´1ÿ
j“0
p´ j´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
dimk
kry , zs
Ii` j
` dimk
kry , zs
Ii
˙
“
p´1ÿ
i“0
iÿ
j“0
dimk
kry , zs
I j
`
p´1ÿ
j“0
pÿ
i“p´ j
dimk
kry , zs
Ii
reindexing
`
p´1ÿ
i“0
p´1ÿ
j“i
dimk
kry , zs
I j
`
p´1ÿ
j“0
p´ j´1ÿ
i“0
dimk
kry , zs
Ii
“ pp ` 1q
p´1ÿ
j“0
dimk
kry , zs
I j
` p
pÿ
i“0
dimk
kry , zs
Ii
“ p2p ` 1qdimk S
I
ď p2r ´ 1q
ˆ
r ` 2
3
˙
by assumption
ď 4
3
ˆ
r ` 2
2
˙ˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
“ 4
3
dimk Tpmrq by Lemma 3.5.

Our analysis allows to verify Conjecture 1 for many Borel fixed ideals:
Corollary 4.3. Let chark “ 0 and let rIs P HilbdA3 be a Borel-fixed point with d ď `r`23 ˘. If xp P I
with p ď 3r`14 , then dimk TpIq ď dimk Tpmrq.
Proof. If p ď 3r`14 then we can improve the estimates in the proof of Theorem 4.2 obtaining
dimk TpIq ď p2p ` 1qdimk S
I
ď 6r ` 6
4
ˆ
r ` 2
3
˙
“
ˆ
r ` 2
2
˙ˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
“ dimk Tpmrq.

As observed in the proof of Theorem 4.2, if I is strongly stable and d “ dimkpS{Iq ď
`
r`2
3
˘
then
xr P I. Hence, Corollary 4.3 proves Conjecture 1 for “three quarters” of the Borel fixed ideals –
in fact, often for an even larger fraction. For example, we use this fact in the proof of Proposition
5.6, where the search for the maximum tangent space dimension for Hilb39A3 is reduced from
all 39098 strongly stable ideals to the 2654 ones that do not contain small powers of x.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.2 is a new bound on the dimension of the Hilbert scheme:
Corollary 4.4. For d " 0 we have dimHilbdA3 ď 3.64 ¨ d 43 .
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Proof. Let r P N such that `r`13 ˘ ă d ď `r`23 ˘, so r ´ 1 ď 3?6d. Using Theorem 4.2 we get
dimHilbdA3 ď max
IPHilbdA3
dimk TpIq ď 43 dimk Tpm
rq “ 4
3
ˆ
r ` 2
2
˙ˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
“ 1
3
pr ` 2qpr ` 1q2prq ď 1
3
´
3
?
6d
¯4
` Opdq « 3.634 ¨ d 43 ` Opdq
implying the desired asymptotic bound. 
Remark 4.5. The authors in [BI78] proved that dimHilbdA3 ď 19.92 ¨ d 43 . On the other hand, the
full Conjecture 1 would imply that dimHilbdA3 ď 2.73 ¨ d 43 for d " 0.
5. Counterexamples to the second Briançon-Iarrobino conjecture
For each d P N letEpdq Ď S be the unique ideal such that rEpdqs P HilbdA3,Epdq is a lexsegment
ideal (cf. [MS05, 2.4] or [BH98, 4.2]), and Epdq is generated in at most two consecutive degrees.
In other words, Epdq “ K `mr`1 for an ideal K generated by a lexicographic initial segment of
monomials of degree r, for some r. It is clear that Epdq “ mr when d “ `r`23 ˘. More generally,
the ideal Epdq behaves in many respects in the same way as the powers ofm, attaining for every d
extremalnumber of generators, syzygies, soclemonomials, andmore, see [CS19,V94]. Conjecture
2 stated that Epdq also attains extremal tangent space dimension, for every d. Sturmfels [S00]
disproved it by exhibiting counterexamples for d “ 8, 16. In this section we prove that these
counterexamples are not sporadic, i.e. that Conjecture 2 fails infinitely often. Furthermore, we
show that a weaker form of Conjecture 2 proposed by Sturmfels also has a negative answer.
We recall that the socle of TpIq is easy to compute, cf. Section 1. The main goal of the next
results is to understand non-socle tangent vectors.
Proposition 5.1. Let r P N with r ě 3 and d “ `r`23 ˘` r ` 3. Then we have
dimk TpEpdqq “
ˆˆ
r ` 2
2
˙
` 1
˙ˆˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
` 1
˙
` 7.
Proof. Denote for simplicity E “ Epdq. First of all, we observe that E “ Er ` Er`1 where
Er “ x2px , y , zqr´2 ` x y2py , zqr´3 and Er`1 “ px yzr´1, xzrq ` py , zqr`1
and it follows that the number of generators of E is
dimk
ˆ
E
mE
˙
“ dimk
ˆ
Er
mEr
˙
` dimk
ˆ
Er`1
mEr`1
˙
“
ˆˆ
r
2
˙
` r ´ 2
˙
` p2` r ` 2q “
ˆ
r ` 2
2
˙
` 1.
On the other hand, we have socpS{Epdqq “ Zr´1 ‘ Zr where
Zr´1 “ x2 ¨ Spank
`
xr´3, xr´4y , . . . , zr´3
˘‘ x y2 ¨ Spank `yr´4, yr´5z , . . . , zr´4˘
Zr “ Spank
`
x yzr´2, xzr´1, yr , yr´1z , . . . , zr
˘
so that
dimk soc
ˆ
S
I
˙
“ dimkpZr´1q ` dimkpZrq “
ˆˆ
r ´ 1
2
˙
` r ´ 3
˙
` p2` r ` 1q “
ˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
` 1.
Using (1.1) we conclude that dimk socpTpEqq “
``
r`2
2
˘ ` 1˘``r`12 ˘ ` 1˘. In order to prove the
desired formula for dimk TpEq, it suffices to show that there are exactly 7 non-socle maps in the
k-basis of TpEq described in Proposition 1.5.
Fix some α P Z3 and a connected componentH ‰ U of pE˜`αqz E˜. The associated S-linearmap
ϕ “ ϕU : E Ñ S{E is defined by ϕpxβq “ xα`β if α ` β P U, 0 otherwise, thus U “ ĆϕpEq Ď N3.
Assume that CardpUq ě 2, equivalently, by Remark 1.10, that ϕ is not a socle map. We will show
that there are 7 possibilities for ϕ, in 3 steps, and this will conclude the proof.
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Step 1: We claim that degpϕpxβqq ě r ´ 1 for all xβ P I.
Define Ms “
 
β P rE : }β}1 “ s( for s ě r. Assumeby contradictiondegpϕpxβqq “ }α`β}1 ď r´2
for some minimal generator xβ P E. In particular, β P Mr Y Mr`1 and α ` β P U Ď N3.
If β P Mr then ωpαq “ α1 ` α2 ` α3 ď ´2, hence Mr ` α, Mr`1 ` α are disjoint from rE. It
follows that Mr ` α Ď N3, otherwise we can use the points of Mr ` α and Mr`1 ` α to connect
β`α to a point inZ3zN3, contradicting the hypothesis thatU is a bounded connected component.
However, considering the points pr, 0, 0q, p1, r ´ 1, 0q P Mr we deduce that α1 ě ´1, α2, α3 ě 0,
contradicting ωpαq ď ´2. If β P Mr`1 then ωpαq ď ´3, and we can apply the same argument
using Mr`1 ` α, Mr`2 ` α and the points pr ` 1, 0, 0q, p0, r ` 1, 0q.
This verifies the claim of Step 1. It follows, by the non-socle assumption on ϕ, that ϕpEq Ď
pNr´1q Ď S{E where
Nr´1 “ Spank
`
x yzr´3, xzr´2, yr´1, yr´2z , . . . , zr´1
˘
are the non-socle monomials of degree r ´ 1. The annihilators of these monomials are
(5.1)
annS{E
`
x yzr´3
˘ “ `x , y , z2˘
annS{E
`
xβ
˘ “ `x , y2, yz , z2˘ for xβ “ xzr´2, yr´1, . . . , y2zr´3
annS{E
`
xβ
˘ “ m2 for xβ “ yzr´2, zr´1.
Moreover, we necessarily have ωpαq “ ´2 or ´1.
Step 2: Suppose that ωpαq “ ´2. It follows that 0 ‰ ϕpxβq P Nr´1 for some generator xβ P Er`1;
choose xβ to be the smallest in the lexicographic order. By (5.1) we have ϕpxβzq ‰ 0. If x or y
divide xβ then ϕpxβx´1zq ‰ 0 or ϕpxβ y´1zq ‰ 0, contradicting the choice of xβ, hence xβ “ zr`1.
In particular, α1 P t0, 1u. If α1 “ 0, then by (5.1) we get yϕpxγq, zϕpxγq ‰ 0 for all generators
xγ P Er`1 with x ∤ xγ . We obtain
ϕpzr`1q ‰ 0ñ ϕpyzr`1q ‰ 0ñ ϕpyzrq ‰ 0ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ñ ϕpyr`1zq ‰ 0ñ ϕpyr`1q ‰ 0
hence ϕ restricts to an embedding of vector spaces
Spank
`
yr`1, yrz , . . . , zr`1
˘
ãÑ Spank
`
yr´1, yr´2z , . . . , zr´1
˘
which is obviously impossible. Therefore α1 “ 1 and there are 2 possibilities for ϕ, forced by
the choice of ϕpzr`1q P tx yzr´3, xzr´2u. These are the maps ϕ “ ϕU with ωpαq “ ´2 that are
associated to the connected components
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q( Ď `rE ` p1, 1,´4q˘zrE,
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 1q( Ď `rE ` p1, 0,´3q˘zrE.
Step 3: Suppose that ωpαq “ ´1. It follows that 0 ‰ ϕpxβq P Nr´1 for some generator xβ P Er ;
choose xβ to be the smallest in the lexicographic order. Since ϕpxβzq ‰ 0 by (5.1), we have
if x3 | xβ ñ ϕpxβx´1zq ‰ 0, if x2y | xβ ñ ϕpxβ y´1zq ‰ 0, if x y3 | xβ ñ ϕpxβ y´1zq ‰ 0,
yielding either xβ “ x2zr´2 or xβ “ x y2zr´3.
If xγ “ x2zr´2 ‰ 0, then we claim that x | ϕpxβq. Suppose otherwise, and recall y does not
annihilate monomials of Nr´1 that are not divisible by x. We get
ϕpx2zr´2q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2yzr´2q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2yzr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2y2zr´3q ‰ 0
ñ ϕpx y2zr´3q “ x´1y2z´1ϕpx2zr´2q, contradiction.
We get 2 possibilities for ϕ, forced by the choice of ϕpx2zr´2q P tx yzr´3, xzr´2u.
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If xβ “ x y2zr´3, then we claim that zr´3 | ϕpxβq. Suppose otherwise, then x ∤ ϕpxβq. Using
again the fact that y does not annihilate monomials of Nr´1 that are not divisible by x we deduce
ϕpx y2zr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx y3zr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx y3zr´4q ‰ 0ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ñ ϕpx yr´1zq ‰ 0
ñ ϕpx yr´1q “ yr´3z´r`3ϕpx y2zr´3q, contradiction.
On the other hand,we claim that xϕpxβq “ 0. Suppose otherwise, thenϕpx y2zr´3q P tyzr´1, zr´1u
by (5.1), and in either case we reach a contradiction
xϕpx y2zr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2y2zr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2yzr´3q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2yzr´2q ‰ 0ñ ϕpx2zr´2q ‰ 0
ñ ϕpx2zr´2q “ x y´2zϕpx y2zr´3q, contradiction.
We get 3 possibilities for ϕ, forced by the choice of ϕpx y2zr´3q P tx yzr´3, xzr´2, y2zr´3u. In
conclusion, we have 5 maps ϕ “ ϕU with ωpαq “ ´1, associated to the connected components
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q( Ď `rE ` p´1, 1,´1q˘zrE,
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 1q( Ď `rE ` p´1, 0, 0q˘zrE,
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q( Ď `rE ` p0,´1, 0q˘zrE,
U “  p1, 1, r ´ 3q, p1, 1, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 1q( Ď `rE ` p0,´2, 1q˘zrE,
U “  p0, r, 0q, p0, r ´ 1, 0q, p0, r ´ 1, 1q, . . . , p0, 3, r ´ 4q, p0, 2, r ´ 3q( Ď `rE ` p´1, 0, 0q˘zrE.

Theorem 5.2. Let r P N with r ě 3 and d “ `r`23 ˘` r ` 3. The ideal
J “ x2px , y , zqr´2 ` x ypy , zqr´2 ` pxzrq ` ypy , zqr ` pzr`2q Ď S
satisfies rJs P HilbdA3 and dimk TpJq ą dimk TpEpdqq.
Proof. The number of generators of J is
`
r
2
˘` pr ´ 1q ` 1` pr ` 1q ` 1 “ `r`22 ˘` 1. We have
soc
ˆ
S
J
˙
“ x2 ¨ Spankpxr´3, xr´2y , . . . , zr´3q ‘ x y ¨ Spankpyr´3, . . . , zr´3q
‘ Spankpxzr´1, yr , yr´1z , . . . , yzr´1, zr`1q
giving dimk socpS{Jq “
`
r`1
2
˘ ` 1. By (1.1) we deduce dimk soc`TpJq˘ “ ``r`22 ˘ ` 1˘``r`12 ˘ ` 1˘.
In order to complete the proof, by Proposition 5.1, it suffices to exhibit at least 8 non-socle maps.
Consider the sets S “ tx2zr´2, x yzr´2, xzr , yzr , zr`2u Ď J and T “ txzr´2, zru Ď S{J. Each
xβ P S has the property that xβ is the only monomial of J dividing zxβ properly. For each xτ P T
we have annS{Jpxβq “ px , y , z2q. It follows that for every xβ P S , xτ P T there is a non-socle map
ϕ P TpJq such that ϕpxβq “ xτ and ϕpxγq “ 0 for every generator xγ of J with xγ ‰ xβ. These are
the 10 basis maps ϕU associated to the following connected components U Ď
`rJ ` α˘zrJ
U “  p1, 0, r ´ 2q, p1, 0, r ´ 1q( for α “ p´1, 0, 0q, p0,´1, 0q, p0, 0,´2q, p1,´1,´2q, p1, 0,´4q,
U “  p0, 0, rq, p0, 0, r ` 1q( for α “ p´2, 0, 2q, p´1,´1, 2q, p´1, 0, 0q, p0,´1, 0q, p0, 0,´2q.

Remark 5.3. For r “ 3, d “ 16, Theorem 5.2 recovers the counterexample of [S00, Theorem 2.3].
Remark 5.4. Using arguments similar to Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, it is possible to prove
that for every r P N, r ě 3 and 2 ď i ď r ´ 1, the ideal
J “ x2px , y , zqr´2 ` x ypy , zqr´2 ` pxzrq ` ypy , zqr ` pzr`iq Ď S
satisfies rJs P HilbdA3 and dimk TpJq ą dimk TpEpdqq, where d “
`
r`2
3
˘` r ` i ` 1.
We conclude the paper by addressing the following question of Sturmfels [S00, Problem 2.4.a].
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Question 5.5. Is the maximum dimension of the tangent space to HilbdA3 attained at an initial
monomial ideal of the generic configuration of d points?
We point out that Epdq is the initial ideal of a generic configuration of d points in A3 with
respect to the lexicographic order, as it follows e.g. from [CS05, Theorem 1.2], so Question 5.5 is
a relaxation of Conjecture 2. However, Question 5.5 too has a negative answer.
Proposition 5.6. Assume chark “ 0. Question 5.5 has a negative answer for d “ 39.
Proof. Let I Ď S be the ideal of ageneric configurationof 39points inA3. Suppose by contradiction
that there exists a term order ă on S such that the initial ideal J “ inăpIq attains the maximum
tangent space dimension for Hilb39A3. Since g ¨ I is also the ideal of a generic configuration for
general g P GL3, we have J “ ginăpIq, therefore J is strongly stable by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2.
We note that x3 R J, otherwise the estimates in the proof of Theorem 4.2 yield the contradiction
dimk TpJq ď p2p ` 1qdimk S
I
ď 7 ¨ 39 ă 327 “ dimk T
`
Ep39q˘.
Using the computer algebra system Macaulay2 [M2] and the package Strongly stable ideals and
Hilbert polynomials [AL19], we compute dimk TpKq for all strongly stable ideals in Hilb39A3
satisfying x3 R K and find only one with maximum tangent space dimension, yielding
J “
´
x5, x4y , x4z , x3y2, x3yz , x3z2, x2y3, x2y2z , x2yz2, x2z3,
x y4, x y3z , x y2z2, x yz3, y5, y4z , y3z2, y2z3, xz5, yz5, z7
¯
.
Let I Ď Srts “ krx , y , z , ts denote the homogenization of I, so I is the ideal of a generic
configuration of 39 points in P3. Define a term orderă on Srts by setting xα ta ą xβ tb if xα ą xβ or
xα “ xβ and a ą b, and let H “ ină
`
I
˘
. As before for J, we have H “ gin
ă
`
I
˘
, and in particular
H is strongly stable (with respect to the ordering of the variables x ą y ą z ą t). By [E95,
Proposition 15.24] the saturation of H is given by satpHq “ H : px , y , z , tq8 “ H : t8. For any
f P I, we have ină
`
f
˘ “ tp ¨ inăp f q for some p P N, and this implies that JSrts Ď H : t8 “ satpHq.
On the other hand, both JSrts and satpHq are saturated 1-dimensional homogeneous ideals of
degree 39, which implies that satpHq “ JSrts.
Computing the Hilbert function of JSrts and using the well-known formula for the Hilbert
function of general points in projective space, we determine that the vector space satpHqH has
dimension 1 and is concentrated in degree 5. In other words, satpHqH “ Spank
`
xα
˘
for some xα P J
with deg
`
xα
˘ “ 5. Since H is strongly stable, the only possibility is xα “ y2z3, yielding
H “
´
x5 , x4y , x4z , x3y2, x3yz , x3z2, x2y3, x2y2z , x2yz2, x2z3, x y4,
x y3z , x y2z2, x yz3, y5, y4z , y3z2, y2z4, y2z3t , xz5, yz5, z7
¯
.
By [CS05, Theorem 1.2] the ideal H is a ă-segment, that is, whenever xβ P H and xγ ą xβ with
deg
`
xγ
˘ “ deg `xβ˘, we have xγ P H too. In particular:
x yz3 P H, x y3t R H ñ x yz3 ą x y3t ñ x yz3 ą x y3 ñ z3 ą y2,
y2z3t P H, z6 R H ñ y2z3t ą z6 ñ y2z3 ą z6 ñ y2 ą z3,
generating a contradiction and concluding the proof. 
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